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1.0 INTRODUCTION
MIDAAS1 was applied to the BFF model at various flight conditions. All available control surfaces were
used (Table 1) with nine sensors (Table 2). Figure 1 displays a planform view of the vehicle with control
effectors and sensor locations shown.
Table 1: BFF Inputs used for MIDAAS.
Input number Input name Description
1 <drbfc> Right Body flap deflection (deg) [R1]
2 <dlbfc> Left Body flap deflection (deg) [L1]
3 <drwfic> Right Inboard flap deflection (deg) [R2]
4 <dlwfic> Left Inboard flap deflection (deg) [L2]
5 <drwfmc> Right Mid-board flap deflection (deg) [R3]
6 <dlwfmc> Left Mid-board flap deflection (deg) [L3]
7 <drwfoc> Right Outboard flap deflection (deg) [R4]
8 <dlwfoc> Left Outboard flap deflection (deg) [L4]
Table 2: BFF Outputs used for MIDAAS.
Input number Input name Description
1 <PbDps> Roll rate (deg/s)
2 <QbDps> Pitch rate (deg/s)
3 <RbDps> Yaw rate (deg/s)
4 <NzRWtipFwdG> Right wing vertical accel forward (g)
5 <NzRWtipAftG> Right wing vertical accel aft (g)
6 <NzLWtipFwdG> Left wing vertical accel forward (g)
7 <NzLWtipAftG> Right wing vertical accel aft (g)
8 <NzBdyFwdG> Centerbody vertical accel forward (g)
9 <NzBdyAftG> Centerbody vertical accel aft (g)
MIDAAS synthesis produces a gain matrix feeding back all outputs to all inputs. Using these inputs and
outputs, the resulting gain matrix is 9 by 8. Solutions were obtained for 3 different flight conditions (42,
44, and 50 knots). For each flight condition, a solution was obtained for two models, 1) bare airframe
dynamics and 2) full system dynamics including bare airframe, actuator and sensor dynamics.
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Figure 1: BFF vehicle planform view.
2.0 CLOSED LOOP SURVEYS TARGETING THE BODY FREEDOM FLUTTER MODE
For these surveys, only the body freedom flutter mode (coupling of SW1B and SP) was targeted for isolation
and suppression. Initially, the bare airframe dynamics (neglecting actuator and sensor dynamics) were used
for synthesis of the controllers (Section 2.1). Following this, solutions were obtained using the full system
with actuator and sensor dynamics included (2.2). Closed loop results for cases with the actuator and sensor
dynamics included were almost identical to the cases with bare airframe dynamics only.
2.1 Bare Airframe Dynamics
2.1.1 V = 42 knots
midaasdata =
freqt: 24
coeffi: 1
useD: 1
epslqr: 1
maxiters: 200
msgn: -1
ksca: 0.1218
powrat: 1.0000e-003
lLQRrsca: 1.0000e-008
lLQRqsca: 'norm'
fLQRrsca: 1.0000e-008
fLQRqsca: 'norm'
diagnos: 1
K0sca: 1.0000e-009
whichrbs: [1 2 3 4 5]
dosysnorm: 1
omeg4norm: 5
dopregain: 1
omeg4pregain: 5
dominreal: 0
dobalreal: 1
cf: 0.0012
domodestab: [1x1 struct]
epschk: 1.0000e-003
ceilksca: 0
Approximate locations of accelerometers
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Figure 2: Open and Closed Loop Modal Energy for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 3: MIDAAS System Survey for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Frequency Response Comparisons
Figure 4: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Pitch angle (units) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
Figure 5: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 6: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
Figure 7: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 8: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 42 knots.
Figure 9: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of yaw rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 10: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
Figure 11: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 12: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Pitch angle (units) from elevator (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 42 knots.
Figure 13: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for the
BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 14: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for the
BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Pitch Doublet Simulation
Figure 15: Simulation of angular rate response (deg/s) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 16: Simulation of body attitude response (units) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 17: Simulation of body accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 18: Simulation of Microbot accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 19: Simulation of control surface 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 20: Simulation of control surface 5-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 21: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 22: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 4-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Roll Doublet Simulation
Figure 23: Simulation of angular rate response (deg/s) from aileron doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 24: Simulation of body attitude response (units) from aileron doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 25: Simulation of body accelerometer (g) response from aileron doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 26: Simulation of Microbot accelerometer (g) response from aileron doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 27: Simulation of control surface 1-4 commands (deg) from aileron doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 28: Simulation of control surface 5-8 commands (deg) from aileron doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 29: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 1-4 commands (deg) from aileron doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 30: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 4-8 commands (deg) from aileron doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 42 knots.
2.1.2 V = 44 knots
midaasdata =
freqt: 24
coeffi: 1
useD: 1
epslqr: 1
maxiters: 200
msgn: -1
ksca: 0.2226
powrat: 0.1000
lLQRrsca: 1.0000e-008
lLQRqsca: 'norm'
fLQRrsca: 1.0000e-008
fLQRqsca: 'norm'
diagnos: 1
K0sca: 1.0000e-009
whichrbs: [1 2 3 4 5]
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dosysnorm: 1
omeg4norm: 5
dopregain: 1
omeg4pregain: 5
dominreal: 0
dobalreal: 1
cf: 0.0012
domodestab: [1x1 struct]
epschk: 1.0000e-003
ceilksca: 0
Figure 31: Open and Closed Loop Modal Energy for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 32: MIDAAS System Survey for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Frequency Response Comparisons
Figure 33: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Pitch angle (units) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
Figure 34: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 35: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
Figure 36: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 37: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 44 knots.
Figure 38: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of yaw rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 39: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
Figure 40: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 41: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Pitch angle (units) from elevator (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 44 knots.
Figure 42: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for the
BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 43: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for the
BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Pitch Doublet Simulation
Figure 44: Simulation of angular rate response (deg/s) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 45: Simulation of body attitude response (units) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 46: Simulation of body accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 47: Simulation of Microbot accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 48: Simulation of control surface 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 49: Simulation of control surface 5-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 50: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 51: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 4-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 44 knots.
2.1.3 V = 50 knots
midaasdata =
freqt: 24
coeffi: 1
useD: 1
epslqr: 1
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ksca: 0.2505
powrat: 0.2500
lLQRrsca: 1.0000e-008
lLQRqsca: 'norm'
fLQRrsca: 1.0000e-008
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Figure 52: Open and Closed Loop Modal Energy for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 53: MIDAAS System Survey for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Frequency Response Comparisons
Figure 54: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Pitch angle (units) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
Figure 55: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 56: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
Figure 57: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 58: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 50 knots.
Figure 59: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of yaw rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 60: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
Figure 61: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 62: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Pitch angle (units) from elevator (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 50 knots.
Figure 63: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for the
BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 64: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for the
BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 65: Simulation of angular rate response (deg/s) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 66: Simulation of body attitude response (units) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 67: Simulation of body accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 68: Simulation of Microbot accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 69: Simulation of control surface 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 70: Simulation of control surface 5-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 71: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 72: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 4-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 50 knots.
2.2 Full Model with Actuator and Sensor Dynamics
2.2.1 V = 42 knots
midaasdata =
freqt: 24
coeffi: 1
useD: 1
epslqr: 1
maxiters: 200
msgn: -1
ksca: 0.1514
powrat: 1.0000e-03
lLQRrsca: 1.0000e-08
lLQRqsca: 'norm'
fLQRrsca: 1.0000e-08
fLQRqsca: 'norm'
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diagnos: 1
K0sca: 1.0000e-09
whichrbs: [50 51]
dosysnorm: 1
omeg4norm: 5
dopregain: 1
omeg4pregain: 5
dominreal: 0
dobalreal: 1
cf: 0.0012
domodestab: [1x1 struct]
epschk: 1.0000e-03
ceilksca: 0
Figure 73: Open and Closed Loop Modal Energy for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 74: MIDAAS System Survey for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 75: Simulation of angular rate response (deg/s) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 76: Simulation of body attitude response (units) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 77: Simulation of body accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 78: Simulation of Microbot accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 79: Simulation of control surface 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 80: Simulation of control surface 5-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 81: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 82: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 4-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 83: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Pitch angle (units) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
Figure 84: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 85: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
Figure 86: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 87: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 42 knots.
Figure 88: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of yaw rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 89: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
Figure 90: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 91: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Pitch angle (units) from elevator (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 42 knots.
Figure 92: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for the
BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 93: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for the
BFF Model at 42 knots.
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Figure 94: Open and Closed Loop Modal Energy for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 95: MIDAAS System Survey for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 96: Simulation of angular rate response (deg/s) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 97: Simulation of body attitude response (units) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for BFF
Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 98: Simulation of body accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 99: Simulation of Microbot accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 100: Simulation of control surface 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 101: Simulation of control surface 5-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 102: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 103: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 4-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 104: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Pitch angle (units) from elevator
(degrees) for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
Figure 105: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 106: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
Figure 107: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 108: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
Figure 109: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of yaw rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 110: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
Figure 111: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 112: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Pitch angle (units) from elevator (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 44 knots.
Figure 113: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 114: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 44 knots.
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Figure 115: Open and Closed Loop Modal Energy for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 116: MIDAAS System Survey for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 117: Simulation of angular rate response (deg/s) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 118: Simulation of body attitude response (units) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 119: Simulation of body accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width) for
BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 120: Simulation of Microbot accelerometer (g) response from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 121: Simulation of control surface 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 122: Simulation of control surface 5-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec. width)
for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 123: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 1-4 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 124: Simulation of MIDAAS feedback 4-8 commands (deg) from elevator doublet (1 sec.
width) for BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 125: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Pitch angle (units) from elevator
(degrees) for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
Figure 126: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 127: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
Figure 128: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 129: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
Figure 130: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of yaw rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 131: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of roll rate (deg/s) from elevator (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
Figure 132: Open and Closed Loop frequency response of pitch rate (deg/s) from aileron (degrees)
for the BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 133: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Pitch angle (units) from elevator (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 50 knots.
Figure 134: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Roll angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 50 knots.
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Figure 135: Open and Closed Loop pole/zero map of Yaw angle (units) from aileron (degrees) for
the BFF Model at 50 knots.
3.0 DISCUSSION
 MIDAAS is able to suppress the BFF mode while minimally affecting the other modes for both
open loop stable and open loop unstable models.
 From the simulations, it is noted that the inner most control surfaces are doing most of the work.
The body flaps display the largest deflection. This makes sense since the control solution that was
developed by LM used these body flaps to suppress the BFF mode.
 The deflection amplitudes required to suppress the modes are minimal given the input doublet of 1
degree amplitude.
 Synthesis was attempted with both a bare airframe system as well as a full system including actuator
and sensor dynamics. MIDAAS was effective with the same settings and the results are almost
identical as shown above.
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